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Transition Arrangement Policy
(EYFS, KS1, 2 and 3)

In this policy, ‘TRANSITION’ describes the movement that takes place from one familiar setting
(including the home) to another. It is defined as the process where policy and practice has been
adapted to support children in settling into their new learning environment in preparation for future
learning and development.

Aims for Policy
We want our children to experience a smooth transition throughout their learning, so that the pace
and quality of learning are maintained to ensure that children continue to make the very best
progress. This policy addresses issues of planning and assessment as well as classroom organisation
and teaching styles.

Equal Opportunities and Inclusion
The children and parents are actively involved in the process and their perceptions about
transition are explored and valued.

Measures are taken to ensure pupils with learning or access difficulties experience a similar ease of
transfer as other pupils.

Principles that underpin the Policy
�� approaches to teaching and learning are harmonised at the point of transition.
�� planning is based upon assessment information from the previous class / setting.
�� styles of teaching and learning meet the needs of the children and not pre-conceived.
�� there is a professional regard for the information from the previous

setting (nursery/school).
�� children are able to enjoy new approaches at transition.
�� transition motivates and challenges children.
�� staff allocation gives particular attention to the individual needs of the children.

Continuity of Teaching and Learning
At Pyrcroft Grange Primary School, we use the following processes to support transition.

Transition from Pre-School to the Foundation Stage:
�� Discussions occur between Pyrcroft Grange teachers and staff from other settings.
�� Open Days and individual tours offered to all incoming parents and children.
�� Parents of prospective children are invited to a meeting to talk through the

transition process at Pyrcroft Grange.
�� Parents receive an ‘Induction Pack’ with information about the school.
�� For the Early Years Class prospective children visit school for at least two play dates

during the term before they start, to become familiar with their new school and setting.



�� Through observations and the “All About Me” booklet, a baseline assessment is
recorded and each child’s learning journey is recorded on Tapestry

�� Parents are invited into school to explore the teaching strategies adopted in classrooms.

Transition from the Foundation Stage to Year 1
The Year 1 curriculum builds on and extends the experiences children have had during the
Foundation Stage where a kinaesthetic approach to teaching and learning is maintained and
built upon to offer creative, hands on method of teaching and learning.
The Year 1 classroom aims to reflect a similarity to the Foundation classroom as it exhibits areas
of learning available to the children e.g. role-play, art and creativity, music, ICT and reading.

Although Year 1 is the first year within which the National Curriculum is followed, we continue to
develop the independent learning skills established in the Foundation Unit. Children in Year 1 are
encouraged to select resources and activities independently and use decision making skills in their
learning. Before the children move from the Foundation Stage into KS1, teaching staff meet to
discuss the children’s progress. Foundation Stage teachers inform the future teacher of the child’s
level of ability, special educational needs and any other information relevant to the well-being and
development of the child.

Once transferred to Year 1:
�� Children continue to work and be assessed within the Early Years Profile for their first term.
�� Before the start of the spring term children will be transferred to being assessed using the

end of Year 1 expectations or be moved onto P scales if this is relevant.

Transition in subsequent years throughout the school
�� Children encouraged to share good work with teacher of ‘next class’.

Teachers meet in summer term to discuss individual children.
�� All children visit new classes and work alongside new teachers on Transition Day in the

Summer term.
�� Annual tracking of children’s progress through formative and summative assessments.
Data informs next teacher of targets for the following year.
�� Teachers meet to discuss individual children’s progress as they move from class to class.
�� ‘Early intervention’ policy for SEN children.
�� Targets in reading, writing and numeracy are continued over from July to September
�� Opportunities are created for teachers to conduct lesson observations as part of

their professional development (peer lesson observation).
�� Teachers plan together and moderate pupils work so that progress is understood across

phases.

Transfer of records:
Profile folder, reading records, EHCP’s and assessment notes are passed to next teacher. Data is
available to all staff on the school shared server so the learning journey of individual children can be
tracked.

Children Joining from Y1 to Y6

We aim to integrate new children happily and successfully into our school programme of work and
opportunities. Parents and children are given a tour of the school and an opportunity to talk with a



member of the Senior Leadership team and ask any relevant questions. Children are invited into
school to meet their new class and join in some fun activities with them.

�� Parents receive a prospectus with information about the school
�� New children assessed quickly by Class Teacher and/or SENCO
�� Teachers have access to CPOMS which records concerns and behaviour incidents
�� A ‘buddy’ identified to help the new child to integrate
�� Records from previous school made available to Class Teacher and SENCO.

Transfer from Year 6 to Year 7
Pyrcroft Grange Primary School has developed an extensive transition programme with the local
secondary schools Jubilee High, Chertsey High and Matthew Arnold. Staff from each school have
undertaken observations and looked closely at the curriculum offered to children in Year 6 and Year
7 to ensure progression of skills and knowledge is planned for. Children from Pyrcroft Grange have
opportunities to visit the secondary schools and take part in a range of enriching opportunities. The
well-established transition programme ensures children are fully prepared for the next stage of
their educational journey.
All relevant and statutory information will be passed onto the next school. Where relevant CPOMS
records will be transferred between BET schools.

Role of the Head
To monitor the well-being of every child at times of change within the school.


